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Dear Collector
Welcome to November Mint Issue and the
unveiling of our theme for the 2007 Year Sets.
In celebrating 100 Years of Surf Lifesaving in
Australia, the Mint is proud to honour the
service of Australia’s volunteer lifesavers with
our specially themed 2007 Year Sets. We will
release the 2007 Six Coin Gold Set and Fine
Silver Year Set in March 2007. An invitation to
purchase will be sent to all our customers.
Staying with a surf feel we also release the
Ocean Series - a fun and colourful series that
makes a great stocking filler. And speaking of
Christmas we also release the 2007 Christmas
Medallion – it is a joyful image that you can
be proud to gift or cherish.
This time of year is often when we catch up
with family and friends, many we haven’t
seen since last year! A lot happens in a year
so don’t forget the 2007 Baby proof and unc
sets and the elegant gem uncirculated
2007 Wedding Sets in this issue.

If all this isn’t enough to inspire your
collecting spirit the 2007 Masterpieces in
Silver Set has been brought to life with the
inclusion of a full colour pad printed coin
depicting Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri’s
Yuelamu Honey Ant Dreaming. This coin
looks amazing in rich colour on a highly
polished silver background surrounded
by three fine silver proof finish coins with
designs depicting famous works by Grace
Cossington Smith, Margaret Preston and
William Dobell.
I wish you and your families a wonderful
holiday season and look forward to bringing
you even more beautiful coins in 2007.

Janine Murphy
CEO
Royal Australian Mint

Off the Presses



Payment

Banknotes

The call centre is now accepting AMEX.
Please note that payment is collected within
48 hours of an order being placed and
products are dispatched after full payment
has been collected.

The Royal Australian Mint has been in
discussion with the Reserve Bank of
Australia regarding future sales of its
collectible banknotes. We will keep you all
informed of anticipated changes.

Refurbishment

Christmas ordering

After 40 years of operation, the Mint is going
to be fully refurbished over the next two
years. The first stage of this exciting project
has already started and new public galleries
are planned for opening in mid-2008.

To ensure your gifts are ready for
Christmas orders must be placed before
1 December 2006.
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NEW and FUN coin series out now! Using the latest pad printing
techniques, we bring brilliant colour to our latest release. The Ocean
Series will present Australia’s incredible marine life and introduce many
fascinating facts about some amazing creatures. For instance: Did you
know that Anemonefish can change from being male to female?

2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Clown Fish
Our image on the $1 uncirculated coin, shows the Eastern Clown
Anemonefish sending up delicate bubbles from it’s safe anemone home.
These coins have been designed with the younger generation in mind and
are excellent value when you are buying for many.

Price (inc GST): $14.95

802440

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, T. Dean

2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Bottlenose Dolphin
The Dolphin’s streamlined and powerful body comes to life on this pad
printed coin. Our design shows two dolphins springing from sparkling
water in front of a perfect sky. A fun coin and an excellent souvenir of
Australia - why not send a gift of one overseas this Christmas?

Price (inc GST): $14.95

802442

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Br, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Pad Printed, Unlimited, T. Dean
*These images have been closely reproduced to match the finished product
however there may be variances between printed advertising images and finished products
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Year of the Surf Lifesaver
Our national surf lifesaving force has been serving and volunteering
on Australian beaches for 100 years. We honour the commitment of
the men and women who patrol our beaches and dedicate to them
the theme on our official coin sets for 2007.
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2007 Six Coin Proof Set
Six great looking coins and one with the dynamic image of a dramatic
team rescue. The proof year set is a ‘must have’ Royal Australian Mint
coin set. This year is no exception especially as it honours the devotion of
113,000 surf lifesaving members who have saved 500,000 lives. Still great
value at $80 and the same quality proof finish our collectors demand.

Price (inc GST): $80.00

801438

2007 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
For the first time we release a coin exclusive to the uncirculated sets,
making them extremely good value. In this set the 20c piece bears the
special design of a female lifesaver, holding the rope line above her
head during a surf rescue manoeuvre.

Price (inc GST): $23.00

801360

Nominal Specifications
Metal
Denomination
Mass (g)
Diameter (mm)

Cupro Nickel				
5c
10c
20c
50c
2.83
5.65
11.30
15.55
19.41
23.60
28.52
31.51

Al/Bronze
$1
$2
9.00
6.60
25.00
20.50

The 2007 Six Coin Gold Set will be released in March 2007.
An invitation to purchase will be sent to all our customers
in the new year.
Any gaps in your year set collection? Talk to your local coin dealer
or call the Mint direct. We still have quantities of both proof and
uncirculated 2006 Six Coin Sets left - but be quick as Christmas is just
around the corner.

limited stock of 2006 Eight Coin Sets is still available
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2007 Australian Baby Coin Sets
Whether you are giving to a coin collector or not, our Baby Sets make
excellent gifts that families will cherish for their youngsters until they
are old enough to enjoy collecting for themselves.

2007 Proof Australian Baby Coin Set
Popularity has dictated we continue the theme of “The Magic Pudding”.
This year the proof set features all six standard circulating coin designs
in an outstanding proof finish. And it also includes the cheeky pudding
character on a medallion you can personalise for that special baby.
Keen collectors will note that this is the only proof set with standard
circulating coin designs marked 2007!

Price (inc GST): $95.00

801439

2007 Unc Australian Baby Coin Set
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Another fantastic collectible is the $1 coin that features in the
uncirculated version of this year’s baby set. Norman Lindsay’s portrait
graces the $1 coin and is accompanied by a montage of Magic Pudding
characters. Colourful and flat packaging makes this coin set suitable for
posting all over the world.

Price (inc GST): $30.50

in

801361
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lated set

We currently have a small quantity of
2006 Baby Sets still available. So if your little
one made it into the count for 2006 contact
the call centre and we will get that stork to
drop off another bundle – of coins!
For Nominal Specifications see Year Sets (page 5).



2006 Australian Baby Coin Sets still available
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2007 Wedding Coin Collection
Gem Finish
“An archaeologist is the best husband a woman can have.
The older she gets, the more interested he is in her.” –
Agatha Christie ….. What about the numismatist Agatha?
Surprise the happy couple with a gift of the 2007 Wedding
Coin Collection. Coin sets like the wedding collection last the
test of time and can be a more personal and creative way of
following the growing trend to give money as a wedding gift.
The set comes with a nickel-silver inscription plaque.

Price (inc GST): $77.00

801665

2006 still available
For end of year weddings and anniversaries, we have a limited
quantity of 2006 Wedding Coin Collections available. Call into
Australia Post stores, your local coin dealer or call our friendly
call centre right away to order -1300 652 020.
For Nominal Specifications see Year Sets (page 5).
All Coins in the 2007 Wedding Coin Collection are Gem Uncirculated finish.
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grace
cossington smith
1892–1984

Collection: Art Gallery of New South Wales
© Estate of Grace Cossington Smith

t h e c u r ve o f t h e b r i d g e , 1928–1929

Purchased with funds provided by the
Art Gallery Society of New South Wales
and James Fairfax 1991.

margaret preston
1875–1963

i m p l e m e n t b l u e , 1927

william dobell
1899–1970

m a r g a r e t o l l e y , 1948

clifford possum
tjapaltjarri
australia, c 1934–2002

y u e l a m u h o n e y a n t d r e a m i n g , 1980



Grace Cossington Smith
The curve of the bridge, 1928–1929
oil on cardboard, 110.5 x 82.5 cm board,
137.2 x 109.5 x 10.9 cm frame
Purchased 1991

Margaret Preston
Implement blue, 1927
oil on canvas on paperboard, 42.5 x 43.0 cm
54.3 x 55.0 x 6.0 cm frame
Gift of the artist 1960
Collection: Art Gallery of New South Wales
© Margaret Preston,
Licensed by VISCOPY, Australia 2006

William Dobell
Margaret Olley, 1948
oil on hardboard, 51.5 x 61.5 cm board
148.0 x 118.5 x 12.0 cm frame
Purchased 1949
Collection: Art Gallery of New South Wales
© William Dobell,
Licenced by VISCOPY, Australia 2006

Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri
(Australia, c 1934–2002)
Yuelamu honey ant dreaming, 1980,
Papunya, Northern Territory
synthetic polymer paint on canvas,
229.5 x 366.5 cm
South Australian Government Grant 1990
Collection: Art Gallery of South Australia,
Adelaide
© Aboriginal Artist Agency Ltd

limited stock of the 2006 masterpieces
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available from 1 december 2006

One of our premier coin sets is Masterpieces in Silver. For the first
time in a Masterpiece set we add vibrant colour using the latest pad
printing technology from Germany, and it looks great!
You will be drawn to the magnificent ochres of Clifford Possum
Tjapaltjarri’s Yuelamu Honey Ant Dreaming and equally impressed by
our depiction of the famous works of our three other, world class,
20th Century Australian artists.
All designs have been masterfully recreated by the Mint’s own
award winning artisans. This set has always epitomised the fine art
of numismatics. The silver is pure and finished to impeccable proof
standards – the only way to do justice to four masterpieces.

Price (inc GST): $195.00

801635

Nominal Specifications
Denomination

Metal

Mass

Diameter

Finish

Mintage

$5

Fine Silver (99.9%)

36.31 g

38.74 mm

Proof

10 000

Designer: Vladimir Gottwald

Clifford Possum Coin: pad printed

Start a collection of Masterpieces in Silver and back date your collection
with the 2006 sets featuring the same great calibre of artwork, coin
design and production. We currently have a limited quantity available
direct from the Mint or at the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra.

in silver is still available
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The Great Australian
Artist Series
Three famous Australians have been invited to design a
kangaroo coin in this flagship series. Each year, for the
next three years, a great Australian artist will bring their
own unique interpretation of the kangaroo to coin.

10
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2007 $1 Selectively Gold Plated Kangaroo Coin
Rolf’s design gets even better this November with the release of
the selectively gold plated version. This series has captivated coin
enthusiasts since 1989. Why not take your collection to an even greater
level of prestige? Mintage is strictly limited to 12,500 and purchase of
this coin plus postage expenses will qualify you for the competition.
Get on the train now!

Price (inc GST): $95.00

801568

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Selectively Gold Plated, 12 500, R. Harris

2007 $1 Silver Kangaroo Proof Coin
Rolf Harris’ favourite is the silver proof and in his own words “he was
knocked out with the result”. See for yourself how great Rolf’s design
has come up on the silver coin. It is one of the more poignant kangaroo
images we have ever had in the kangaroo series and that makes it a
wonderful collector’s item with a limited mintage of 20 000.

Price (inc GST): $65.00

801566

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Proof, 20 000, R. Harris

2007 $1 Kangaroo Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Conveniently presented and very affordable to slip into the birthday
cards of loved ones. This coin is sure to engage youngsters in coin
collecting and will acquaint them with the captivating artist and
entertainer Rolf Harris.

Price (inc GST): $24.95

801560

Nominal Specifications: $1, Cupro Nickel, 27.22 g, 40.00 mm, Frosted Uncirculated, Unlimited, R. Harris

WIN an Outback Holiday!
Spend $100 for a chance to WIN. See your order forms
for conditions of entry and details of the prize package.
P.S – its BIG!
11
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In the UK The Sporting Times published this on
2 September 1882:
In Affectionate Remembrance of ENGLISH CRICKET,
which died at the Oval on 29th AUGUST, 1882,
Deeply lamented by a large circle of sorrowing
friends and acquaintances RIP NB - The body will
be cremated and the ashes taken to Australia.
And ever since then it’s been – GAME ON!

12
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Collect the only official Ashes coins right here from the
Aussie Mint and be a part of summer’s biggest sporting event
and ‘longest battle in cricket history’.

2007 $10 Gold Proof Coin
1882 – 2007 The Ashes
The win by England in 2005 has upped the stakes and so have we
with a terrific ten dollar coin in pure gold. This coin comes presented
in a beautiful Australian timber case and the coin design features the
famous urn flanked by the English lion and Australian kangaroo.

Price (inc GST): $175.00

801576

Nominal Specifications: $10, Au 99.99%, 1/10 oz, 17.53 mm, Proof, Unlimited, W. Pietranik

2007 $5 Silver Proof Coin
1882 – 2007 The Ashes
125 years of gripping test matches and competitive sportsmanship
culminate in this highly anticipated Australian Series of the Ashes.
The coin to mark an occasion such as this is definitely our $5 silver
proof. Brilliantly shiny, and limited to a very appealing mintage of
only 12,500.

Price (inc GST): $65.00

801574

Nominal Specifications: $5, Ag 99.9%, 36.31 g, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12 500, W. Pietranik

2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin
1882 – 2007 The Ashes
Got friendly rivalry going with friends and family in the UK? Why not
pop a $1 Ashes unc coin in the post and back the Aussie’s for a win.

Price (inc GST): $12.95

801572

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, W. Pietranik
The Cricket Australia logo on this product is a trade mark of, and used under license from, the
owner Cricket Australia by whom all copyright and other rights of reproduction are reserved.
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2006 One Dollar Silver Kangaroo
selectively gold plated and silver proof coins

2006 $1 Selectively Gold Plated Kangaroo Coin
Collect the brilliant 2006 $1 Kangaroo coin with selective gold plating.
A gold roo against the stunning frunc finished silver brings this coin
to life and makes the scene of mother with joey even more beautiful.
Limited to 7500 this year and still great value.

Price (inc GST): Proof

- $74.50 800690

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Selectively Gold Plated, 7500, W.Pietranik

2006 $1 Silver Kangaroo Proof Coin
Get the 2006 silver proof kangaroo in you ‘pouch’ before they
go bounding out to make way for the 2007 design and the great
Australian Artist Series. The majestic sight of mother and joey in full
flight is a proud symbol of Australia never ceasing to delight.

Price (inc GST): Proof

- $54.00 800726

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Proof, 12500, W.Pietranik

14
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2006 $5 Uncirculated Coin
The GZ mintmark on the $5 uncirculated coin stands for Groot
Zuydtlandt “Unknown Southern Land” and was the name given to
Australia when the Duyfken made the first historical charting of our
great Australian coast in 1606.

Price (inc GST): $12.95

800468

Nominal Specifications: $5, Al/Zn Bronze, 20.00 g, 38.74 mm, Uncirculated, W. Pietranik

50c Selectively Gold Plated Silver Coins
Very limited quantities of the beautiful selectively gold plated 50c
collection are still on offer. Be quick to take up the last few remaining
sets and own the striking designs created by Her Majesty’s appointed
goldsmith and jeweller – expatriate Mr Stuart Devlin. A set of these coins
was presented to Her Majesty during her visit to Australia in March 2006
and is now part of the Royal Collection in the Library at Windsor Castle

Price (inc GST): $145.00

800013

Nominal Specifications x 2: 50c, Ag 99.9%, 18.24 g, 31.51mm, Selectively Gold Plated, 7500, S. Devlin

15
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2007 $10 Gold Proof Coin – Year of the Pig
Generosity is the most dominant trait of those born in the year of
the Pig so return their favour with a gift of this lucky gold coin.
Lucky because it is packaged in traditional colours of good fortune
– gold and red. This gold proof coin is further showcased in beautiful
Australian timber packaging.

Price (inc GST): $175.00

801484

Nominal Specifications: $10, Au 99.9u%, 1/10 oz, 17..53 mm, Proof, Unlimited, V. Gottwald

2007 $1 Silver Proof Coin – Year of the Pig
Regardless of which sign and year you were born under you will be
impressed by these stunning fine silver proof coins featuring the Year
of the Pig design. These coins depict the pig with authentic Chinese
symbols and symmetrical borders.

Price (inc GST): $40.00

801482

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm,Proof, Unlimited, V. Gottwald

2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Year of the Pig
Born or due in 1923,1935,1947,1959,1971,1983, 1995 or 2007?
If yes, then you are lucky enough to be born in the Year of the
Pig. Acknowledge your virtue with the $1 uncirculated lunar coin
– awesome value and a great format to slip into birthday cards.

Price (inc GST): $12.95

801480

Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald
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150 Years Of
2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin
150 Years of State Government - Victoria
Only 12,500 of each coin will be available so they’ll have a lot of appeal
for collectors. But we think they’ll also be appreciated by anyone who
wants an intriguing memento of the year. They also make an unusual
gift and are a reminder of Australia’s colonial heriitage.

Price (inc GST): $65.00

800009

2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin
150 Years of State Government - Tasmania
Each coin is produced in silver with a modern design that depicts an
evolving Australia. This design spotlights each state by extracting its
borders and making it a centrepiece of the coin.
The coins will form part of a larger series as significant anniversaries of
other states are celebrated over the next few years.

Price (inc GST): $65.00

801005

2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin
150 Years of State Government - New South Wales
Did you know that the New South Wales parliament is 45 years older
than the Australian parliament? It met for the first time in Sydney in
May 1856 and marked a turning point in our history, when power was
transferred from the Crown representative to the people.

Price (inc GST): $65.00

800030

Nominal Specifications x 3: $5, Ag 99.9%, 36.31 g, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12 500, W.Pietranik
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2006 Christmas Medallion
Price (inc GST): $26.00

802264

Coin Album

Price (inc GST): $22.95

18

Royal Australian Mint Brooch
Price (inc GST): $17.95

806220

Royal Australian Mint Cap
7610523

Price (inc GST): $19.95

7350017
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‘Welcome to Television’

YEARS OF
AUSTRALIAN
TELEVISION

2006 $1 Mintmark Coin
50 Years of Australian Television
“C” for Canberra, “S” for Sydney, “B” for Brisbane and now “M” for
Melbourne are available on the uncirculated $1 coins celebrating
50 years of Australian Television.

Price (inc GST): $2.75
C- 800997, S- 800987, B- 800989, M- 801197
Nominal Specifications: $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, V.Gottwald

2006 $1 Silver Proof Coin
50 Years of Australian Television
It has been 50 years since Bruce Gyngell first appeared on Australian
television. This special $1 silver proof coin commemorates 50 years
of Australian television and has been popular with collectors and
nostalgia seekers. This coin is ‘top-rating’ value and makes a great
‘mini-series’ with all the 2006 mintmark coins!

Price (inc GST): $38.00

800996

Nominal Specifications: $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, Proof, 12 500, V.Gottwald
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2006 Rare Birds Gold Series – Cockatoo
Be quick before the flock flies! We are almost reaching full mintage of each coin.
This is very much the case in the $150 denomination version. The cockatoo is
proving to be the most popular in the Rare Birds Three Coin Collection. Make it
an early Christmas present to yourself and remember others also and give them
the gorgeous gold plated lapel pin.

2006 $200 Gold Proof Coin – Cockatoo
Price

(inc GST):

$650.00

801200

2006 $150 Gold Proof Coin – Cockatoo
Price

(inc GST):

$450.00

801269

Gold Plated Lapel Pin – Cockatoo
Price

(inc GST):

$19.95

806984

2006 Fine Silver Proof Year Set
A unique set as it features the original Arnold Machin effigy of the Queen
- first seen on Australia’s new decimal currency. The coins, bearing this special
obverse, are only available in the 2006 set along with a round 50 cent coin.
The coins are a fitting tribute to the 40th anniversary of decimalisation.

Price

(inc GST):

$230.00 801630

N.B - Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon - Fri EDT (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:
Tel:

© Commonwealth of Australia 2006
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